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**Message from the Guest Editors**

Dear Colleagues,

Precision medicine is a dynamic area embracing diverse approaches that allow the targeting of new medicines, screening programs or preventive healthcare strategies, including the use of genomic technologies, also potentially taking account of patient preferences. Health insurance plans are increasingly considering different precision medicine interventions for coverage and reimbursement. Precision medicine interventions are also being integrated into clinical care for a range of medical conditions and purposes. The *Journal of Personalized Medicine* aims to publish a collection of articles that explore challenges and opportunities in the field and fresh insights to ongoing discussions and debate in precision medicine from the US and abroad. We will consider original research, systematic reviews, and well-designed case studies and analyses that report empirical work presenting experiences and perspectives about integrating precision medicine in clinical practice.
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Journal of Personalized Medicine (JPM; ISSN 2075-4426) is an international, open access journal aimed at bringing all aspects of personalized medicine to one platform. JPM publishes cutting edge, innovative preclinical and translational scientific research and technologies related to personalized medicine (e.g., precision medicine, pharmacogenomics/proteomics, systems biology, ‘omics association analysis). JPM is covered in Scopus, the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE), PubMed, PMC, Embase, and other databases.
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High Visibility: indexed within Scopus, SCIE (Web of Science), PubMed, PMC, Embase, and other databases.
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